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Abstract
This paper deals with automatic sentence boundary detection in
spoken Czech using both textual and prosodic information. This
task is important to make automatic speech recognition (ASR)
output more readable and easier for downstream language pro-
cessing modules. We compare and combine three statistical
models – hidden Markov model, maximum entropy, and adap-
tive boosting. We evaluate these methods on two Czech cor-
pora, broadcast news and broadcast conversations, using both
manual and ASR transcripts. Our results show that superior
results are achieved when all the three models are combined
via posterior probability interpolation, and that there is substan-
tial difference among the three methods when using different
knowledge sources, as well as in different genres. Feature anal-
ysis also reveals significant differences in prosodic feature us-
age patterns between the two genres.
Index Terms: sentence segmentation, prosody, HMM, maxi-
mum entropy, boosting

1. Introduction
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems typically output
only a raw stream of words, leaving out important structural in-
formation such as locations of sentence boundaries. However,
sentence boundaries are crucial for many downstream language
processing methods (e.g., parsing, information extraction, ma-
chine translation), which are typically trained on formatted text.
Thus, our task is to determine the location of sentence unit
boundaries for a given word sequence using textual informa-
tion (recognized words) and acoustic information (prosody). A
number of techniques have been proposed for this task, includ-
ing multi-layer perceptrons, hidden Markov models (HMMs),
and maximum entropy [1, 2, 3]. Subsequent work has studied
the use of confusion networks, morphological and syntactic fea-
tures, or speaker adaptation for this task [4, 5, 6].

In this paper, we focus on the Czech language, which is
generally more difficult than English for this task. As other
Slavic languages, Czech is highly inflectional and derivational,
and thus has an extremely large number of distinct word forms.
Furthermore, colloquial Czech has a different morphology than
literary Czech – prefixes and endings are often changed. An-
other difficulty is that Czech does not have a fixed order of sen-
tence constituents (subject, object, possessor, etc.), which evi-
dently affects the predictive power of statistical models based
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on n-gram contexts. There are also differences in prosody be-
tween Czech and English. For example, Czech has a less em-
phatic preboundary lengthening and less steep intra-sentential
pitch movements than English.

The first paper dealing with sentence segmentation of
Czech [7] described an HMM-based system for automatic punc-
tuation of broadcast news speech. More recent studies on Czech
focused on analyzing genre effects [8] and differences between
Czech and English [9]. Unlike previous work, this paper eval-
uates sentence segmentation of Czech in two different genres –
Broadcast News (BN) and Broadcast Conversations (BC), using
three different models – HMM, maximum entropy, and boost-
ing. All methods are evaluated using both manual and speech
recognition transcripts. We not only evaluate performance of
individual models, but also consider their combination. The re-
mainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes our textual and prosodic features, Section 3 presents the
three statistical models we use, Section 4 reports our experi-
ments, and Section 5 provides conclusions.

2. Features
2.1. Textual Features

Data sparsity is a serious problem for morphologically rich lan-
guages as Czech. To mitigate this problem, we not only use in-
formation about word identities, but also utilize automatically
induced classes (AIC) and part-of-speech (POS) tags. AICs
were induced based on the word bigram counts to minimize per-
plexity of the induced classn-gram model [10]. We used 300
class for BN and 275 for BC.

Czech POS tags are positional, represented as strings of
15 subtags that correspond to the individual categories of Czech
morphology. The total number of possible tags is high – over
1,500. The tags for our data were generated by a state-of-the-
art Czech tagger [11]. As shown in our previous experiments
[8], it is better not to use the POS tags directly, but rather in a
combination with frequent words. This approach can be viewed
as a form of back off – we back off from words to tags for rare
words, but keep word identities for frequent words. Optimizing
the model on development data, we ended up with keeping 1600
most frequent words for BN, and 2000 words for BC.

2.2. Prosodic Features

We developed a large database of prosodic features designed to
reflect breaks in pause, temporal, intonational, or energy con-
tours in speech. These features were extracted directly from
speech signal using word-level and phone-level time alignment



information from an automatic speech recognizer. The features
are associated with interword boundaries. In order to capture
local prosodic dynamics, we also use features associated with
the previous and the following word boundaries.

The group of pause features consisted of the pause duration
after the current, the previous, and the following word. The du-
ration features included the duration of vowels, final rhymes,
and the whole word, aiming mainly to reflect the phenomenon
of preboundary lengthening. We used raw durations as well as
duration features normalized using phoneme duration statistics
from the whole training set. The pitch features included features
describing minimal, maximal and mean values,f0 slopes, and
differences and ratios of values across word boundaries. These
features were extracted both from rawf0 value and from an
f0 contour stylized by a piece-wise linear function. The en-
ergy features were represented by maximal, minimal, and mean
frame-level RMS values, both raw and per-channel normalized.
In addition to purely prosodic information, we added features
capturing phenomena such as speaker changes.

We also performed feature selection to identify a small set
of prosodic features in two steps. First, for each of the broad
prosodic feature categories, we selected those features with a
feature usage statistics higher than a predefined threshold. Then
using these features, we performed leave-one-out feature selec-
tion and removed a feature if its deletion did not yield any per-
formance loss. This feature reduction algorithm ended up se-
lecting 11 features for BN and 17 features for BC. Note that
for both test conditions (reference and ASR words), we trained
our models on the prosodic database generated using a forced
alignment of the reference transcripts. For ASR condition, we
did not get any gain from training prosodic models using ASR
output. In addition, generating ASR results for large databases
is computationally expensive.

3. Models

We use three statistical models – HMM, maximum entropy, and
a model based on adaptive boosting. All three approaches rely
on both textual and prosodic information, but combine the two
knowledge sources in different fashions.

3.1. HMM

The HMM model [2] has been widely studied in past work on
sentence segmentation of speech. It describes the joint distribu-
tion of a word sequenceW , prosodic featuresP , and sentence
boundariesS, P (W, P, S). The model assumes that prosodic
features depend only on the target events (sentence boundary
or not), and not on the words. Thus, we train an independent
language model and prosody model, and combine them at the
score level during testing. The observation likelihoods are es-
timated by the prosodic model, for which we use decision tree
classifiers. To overcome the problem of data skew (sentence
boundaries are much less frequent than non-sentence bound-
aries) and to decrease classifier variance, we use a combination
of ensemble sampling and bagging [12]. The transition proba-
bilities are based on ann-gram language model (LM), which is
trained by explicitly including the sentence boundary as a token
in the vocabulary. In this work, trigram models with modified
Kneser-Ney smoothing were employed. To find the sentence
boundaries, the model performs forward-backward decoding in
which the word/event pairs correspond to hidden states, and the
words and prosodic feature vectors to observations.

3.2. Maximum Entropy

Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) is a discriminative model trained
to directly discriminate among the target classes. It allows a nat-
ural combination of potentially overalapping features coming
from multiple knowledge sources. As textual features, we used
n-grams of words, AIC, and POS tags up to trigrams spanning
across or neighboring with the inter-word boundary in question.
To capture word repetitions, we also used a binary feature indi-
cating whether the word before the boundary is identical with
the following word or not. As with HMM, prosodic information
is used via the decision tree prosody model, but unlike in HMM,
the prosodic probabilities in the MaxEnt model were not used
directly. Since MaxEnt usually does not perform well dealing
with many real-valued features, we encoded the posteriors via
thresholding to yield binary features. Because the presence of
each feature in a MaxEnt model raises or lowers the final prob-
ability by a constant factor, it is reasonable to encode the pos-
teriors in a cumulative fashion. This setup is more robust than
using interval-based bins since small changes in prosodic scores
may still result in matched features. We experimented with var-
ious gaps between adjacent thresholds and found 0.1 to be a
convenient value. Thus, we obtained the following sequence of
binary features:p > 0.1, p > 0.2, . . . , p > 0.9. For all our
experiments with MaxEnt, we employed theMegaM toolkit.1

3.3. Boosting

Our third approach is based on adaptive boosting, a machine
learning method in which many weak learning algorithms are
combined to produce an accurate classifier. Each weak classifier
is built based on the outputs of previous classifiers – subsequent
classifiers are tweaked in favor of those instances misclassified
by previous classifiers. In this work, we use weak classifiers
that have a basic form of one-level decision trees (stumps) intro-
duced by Schapire and Freund [13]. We used the same textual
features as in the MaxEnt model. The prosodic features were
used directly in the boosting model, unlike the previous two
approaches that use the output from the decision tree prosody
model. Each weak classifier checks for the presence or absence
of ann-gram, or for a value of a continuous or categorical fea-
ture. In our experiments, the ICSIboost implementation of the
boosting algorithm was employed.2

4. Experiments
4.1. Data and Experimental Setup

We use two Czech corpora – broadcast news (BN) that is mostly
read speech, and broadcast conversations (BC) consisting of
mostly spontaneous speech. Both corpora were annotated based
on LDC’s Metadata Extraction (MDE) standard [14]. The anno-
tation included labeling of sentence-like unit (SU) boundaries,
which were used in this work. The SU annotation guideline was
designed to achieve good annotation consistency even on con-
versational speech. The two corpora differ in the distribution
of SU and non-SU interword boundaries. The SU percentage is
8.1% for BN and 6.8% for BC, which means that SUs in BC are
on average slightly longer. As also shown by the corpora analy-
sis [14], BC is more conversational than BN – for example, the
proportion of “deletable” words (fillers and edits) is 9.8% in BC
but only 1.1% in BN. This may pose more difficulty for the task
of sentence segmentation in BC.

1http://hal3.name/megam
2http://code.google.com/p/icsiboost/



The data in each corpus were split into a training set, a de-
velopment set, and a test set. For BN, the data sets comprised
174.8k words for training, 28.2k for development, and 31.2k
words for testing. For BC, the data included 159.1k words for
training, 24.1k words for development, and 24.6k words for
testing. All experiments were evaluated using both human-
generated reference transcripts (REF) and automatic speech
recognition (ASR) transcripts. The ASR output was obtained
from the UWB LVCSR system tailored for real-time recogni-
tion of highly inflective languages [15]. The overall word error
rates were 12.4% for BN and 29.3% for BC.

In addition to the MDE-annotated data, we also used a text
corpus of Czech broadcast transcripts for training LMs. This
corpus is much larger than the MDE corpora – it contains 107M
words. Note that this is just a text corpus so we do not have
any prosodic features associated with these words. This addi-
tional textual data is used in the three models differently. In the
HMM approach, the auxiliary LM is incorporated with the base-
line LMs during testing. However, MaxEnt and boosting do not
have a separate LM, and they assume that all features are avail-
able during training. Therefore, we used the additional LM in
an HMM framework (without prosodic model) to estimate pos-
terior SU probabilities for each boundary, and these posteriors
were subsequently used as an extra feature during training and
testing. In the MaxEnt model, we thresholded the LM probabil-
ities and used binary features; whereas for the boosting model,
the auxiliary posteriors were used directly.

We measure sentence segmentation performance using
a classification error rate called “Boundary Error Rate”
(BER) [2]. It is defined as

BER =
Ins + Del

NW

[%]

whereIns denotes the number of false SU boundaries,Del the
number of misses, andNW the number of words in the test set.

4.2. Results and Discussion

We display comparisons of the three modeling techniques for
all the evaluation test sets (BN REF, BN ASR, BC REF, and
BC ASR) in three figures differing in information sources used
(textual, prosodic, and both). The bars in all the figures show
sentence boundary detection error rates (thus lower is better).
Figure 1 visualizes results for models based on only textual in-
formation. MaxEnt was the most successful approach for the
BN corpus, while HMM was the best performing method for
the BC corpus. The superiority of HMM over other models for
BC was greater than that of MaxEnt over others for BN – the
former is significant atp < .05 (REF) andp < .01 (ASR) using
a Sign test, whereas for BN, the prevalence of MaxEnt over the
second best model is not significant.

Figure 2 shows BERs achieved by models based only on
prosodic information. Note that because the HMM and the
MaxEnt approach share the same prosodic model based on de-
cision trees, we only display results using decision trees ver-
sus boosting for the prosodic features in the figure. The deci-
sion tree model outperformed the boosting model in all test sets.
For BN, the difference is significant atp < .01 for both REF
and ASR. For BC, the difference is significant in ASR condi-
tions. The results indicate that the bagged full decision trees are
more powerful than boosted stumps in handling prosodic fea-
tures. The power of the boosting model increases when textual
features are incorporated, as will be shown below.
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Figure 1: SU segmentation error rates [BER%] for individual
models when only textual information is used.
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Figure 2: SU segmentation error rates [BER%] when only
prosodic information is used.

To better understand the prosodic model, we also analyze
feature usage statistics. The usage metric [2] reflects the num-
ber of times a feature is queried in a decision tree, weighted by
the number of samples it affects at each node. The total feature
usage within a tree sums to one. We observe some differences
in feature usage between BN and BC. Among the duration fea-
tures, normalized duration of the last vowel was the most impor-
tant feature for BN (9.4% of overall usage), while the raw word
duration feature was dominant for BC (16.5%). From the pitch
features, BN heavily uses a feature reflecting the ratio between
the lastf0 value and the speaker’sf0 baseline (12.0%), suggest-
ing that radio anchors tend to mark statement boundaries with
significant pitch falls. This feature was also important for BC,
but to a lesser extent (4.1%). In both corpora, the most used en-
ergy feature was normalized maximal RMS value from the word
following the boundary in question (6.3% in BN, 5.8% in BC).
We also compared the Czech feature usage statistics with En-
glish. Since there are no published usage statistics for English
BC, we could make the comparison only for BN using the statis-
tics from [16]. The most used feature was the same for both
languages – pause duration at the current boundary. A compar-
ison of other frequent features revealed that features capturing
final lengthening were more important for English, while fea-
tures capturing final pitch fall were more important for Czech.
This finding is in agreement with the fact that in comparison
to English, Czech offers less opportunity for final lengthening
because length also serves a lexical function in Czech.

The results of the models relying on both information
sources are visualized in Figure 3. For the BN corpus, the best
results were achieved by the boosting model, however, the gaps
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Figure 3: SU segmentation error rates [BER%] for individual
models when both textual and prosodic information is used.

BN BC
Model REF ASR REF ASR
SU Prior 8.11 8.01 6.81 6.89
HMM 1.44 1.73 3.44 4.14
MaxEnt 1.76 2.07 3.45 4.16
Boosting 1.42 1.72 3.56 4.21
Combination 1.27 1.61 3.22 3.98

Table 1:SU segmentation error rates [BER %] for HMM, Max-
Ent, Boosting, and their combination using both textual and
prosodic information. ‘SU Prior’ corresponds to the percent-
age of SUs in the test sets.

between boosting and HMM were statistically insignificant for
both REF and ASR. On the other hand, MaxEnt performed sig-
nificantly worse than BoosTexter or HMM, for both test con-
ditions (significant atp < .01). The inferiority of MaxEnt
on BN may be due to its use of prosodic information – Max-
Ent uses discretized decision tree posteriors instead of using the
prosodic features directly, which may miss some prosodic cues
in BN where the boundaries are often prosodically marked by
the professional anchors and reporters. In the BC corpus, the
best results were achieved by the HMM model, but there is no
significant difference among the three approaches.

Table 1 summarizes the results for the three models using
both textual and prosodic information. In addition, the last row
shows the results of a model combining HMM, MaxEnt, and
boosting via posterior probability interpolation. The interpola-
tion weights were estimated from development data using the
EM algorithm. The results indicate that the combination im-
proves SU segmentation accuracy in all the test conditions. The
Sign test showed that the improvements over the best single-
approach models are significant atp < .01 for BN REF and BC
REF, and atp < .05 for BN ASR and BC ASR.

5. Conclusion
This paper evaluated automatic sentence segmentation of spo-
ken Czech based on textual and prosodic information, exam-
ining three different modeling approaches – HMM, MaxEnt,
and adaptive boosting. All the models were evaluated them
on two Czech corpora (broadcast news and broadcast conver-
sations) using both manual and speech recognition transcripts.
Among the three approaches, HMM showed most consistently
good results, typically producing best or close to best results.
Furthermore, the results suggest that the main advantage of the

boosting model is in an effective combination of textual and
prosodic cues – this approach was never the best when only one
of the knowledge sources was employed. The MaxEnt model
showed inferior performance on the BN corpus, probably be-
cause of a less precise approach to capturing rich prosodic in-
formation, which is important for SU segmentation of planned
speech. Regarding prosodic information, we found that it bene-
fits SU segmentation more for BN than for BC. Feature analysis
revealed difference in prosodic feature usage patterns between
BN and BC, as well as between English and Czech. Overall,
superior results for all our test sets were achieved by a model
combining HMM, MaxEnt, and boosting via posterior proba-
bility interpolation. All the improvements over the best single-
approach models were statistically significant.
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